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Our mission is to provide excellent services and products in a safe environment
that will enhance the profitability of both the patron and the company.

A MESSAGE FROM YOUR GENERAL MANAGER

Service, Value & Trust
By Brian Dreessen, General Manager
Cooperative Energy Company is so grateful
for its members and their patronage to
their cooperative. As many of you have
heard so many times, our tag line is
Service, Value & Trust. It’s not always easy
to make sure we stand behind that, but I
believe we do, even though each day, week
and year has new challenges. Our Board
of Directors holds us accountable to these
three words, but also have made it very
clear that continued growth and meeting
our members needs are accomplished.
We continue to ask ourselves, “How do
we stay relevant now and into the future,
especially when we are dedicated to energy
only?” One way is through our C-stores.
In 2006, we acquired Interstate Cenex® in
Worthington through the Nobles County oil
acquisition—our first C-store. We have now
expanded that to four full C-stores—two of
them celebrating birthdays this year. Boji
Junction in Milford turned 10 this May, and
Jackrabbit Junction in Sibley will celebrate
10 years this October. Just last year we
acquired Hartley Junction in February.
These four stores continue to meet their
community’s needs and Cooperative Energy
has grown to be very proud as an integral
part of each of these communities.
With four C-stores, seven propane bobtails,
three propane service trucks, eight refined
fuel bobtails, three service centers, five
on-the-farm tire trucks, four transport
tractor-trailers and more than 100 dedicated
employees, I am confident there is more this
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company can do to serve the energy needs
of those living and working in our 14-county
region. That is why I strongly feel that the
acquisition of the energy division belonging
to Cooperative Farmers Elevator (CFE)
was the perfect fit for Cooperative Energy.
On Aug. 31, 2018, that transaction will be
complete, and CEC will be able to serve the
energy patrons of CFE with the addition of
cardtrols in Lake Park, Rushmore and George,
the service center in George, the Lake Park
bulk plant, refined fuel truck and three
great employees. We look forward to the
opportunity to show these new patrons what
we mean when we say Service, Value & Trust.
We’ve been working closely with the great
leaders at CFE to make sure this transition
goes smoothly for everyone and our new
customers receive the same great service
CFE has been providing them for years.
It’s easy to get excited about the future with
all the great things going on at Cooperative
Energy, however we can’t do that without
looking back and being grateful for another
successful year. With recent expansions
like our Hartley Junction Service Center,
increased gallons of propane delivered last
fall and expansions in our market area for our
refined fuels department, we were fortunate
to see an $8 million increase in revenue this
past fiscal year. I have said it before, and I
will continue to tell anyone that the success
of this company can only be attributed to the
hard work of every one of our employees,
and continued loyalty of our great patrons.
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Sharing Success With Our FFA
One of the many reasons to do business with your local co-op is
that co-ops give back. In fact, “giving back” is the backbone of
the cooperative system and, essentially, is the reason the business
model was created.
Cooperative Energy Company
hopes to live up to our industry’s
model by not only continuing to
pay patronage to its members, but
by being supportive of the many
communities it is a part of.
Being spread across nearly 14
counties, we aren’t always able to
give as much as we would like, or as
much as we are asked. But thanks to
great relationships with companies
like our financial partner CoBank,
we can stretch a helping hand a
little farther. Recently, with the help
of the CoBank “Sharing Success”
matching funds grant, Cooperative
Energy was able to do just that.
The mission of CoBank’s “Sharing
Success” program is to build vibrant
rural communities, and of course,
that is what Cooperative Energy
Company is all about.

With matching funds of $5,000,
Cooperative Energy was able
to spread $10,000 among
13 different FFA chapters in
our region—both in Iowa and
Minnesota—this past February.
Why did our General Manager and
Board of Directors choose our FFA
organizations as the recipient of
the $10,000 contribution?
“The strength of Cooperative
Energy Company depends on
the success of the farms around
us and supporting our local FFA
Chapters will hopefully help
future generations stay engaged
in agriculture. This fuels brighter
futures for us all,” says Brian
Dreessen, General Manager.

To help celebrate 2018’s National
FFA Week, Cooperative Energy
felt it was fitting to host the 13
schools’ officers and their advisors
at an event in our corporate
headquarters in Sibley. At the
open house, each school and
their officers were presented
with a check, accompanied by
an official handshake with our
co-op’s GM, Brian Dreessen, and
board member, Darin Henning
(Fulda, MN). A combination of
nearly 50 students and advisors
took advantage of the opportunity
to network and enjoy appetizers
catered by our very own C-stores.
continued on next page

CoBank’s “Sharing Success”
matching grant program is designed
to celebrate the vital role our
customers play in their communities.
Partnering with our customers
to support the causes and
organizations they care about most
is a great way for CoBank to make a
positive impact and fulfill its mission
of Service to rural America.*

Brian Dreessen hands over a
contribution to the FFA Officers
from Harris-Lake Park Schools.

* www.cobank.com/citizenship/sharing-success
coopenergyco.com
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continued from previous page

Brian Gottlob, FFA Advisor for
Sibley-Ocheyedan, acknowledged
how helpful contributions like
Cooperative Energy and CoBank’s
sponsorship are.
“This sponsorship has been greatly
appreciated. Our chapter utilized
the funds to host four Career
Exploratory events throughout
the year giving our Middle School
students the opportunity to learn
about local careers in agriculture.
The sponsorship also enabled
our chapter to send several FFA
members to State FFA Convention,
where they attended keynote
addresses, participated in workshops
and toured various academic
departments at Iowa State University.
Our chapter also looks forward to
constructing a greenhouse next fall
to utilize in many of our school’s
classes—both ag and non-ag.”
The officers from Harris-Lake Park
schools intended to use their
contribution in a similar way. Advisor
Randy Nicks commented on how
much our local FFA Chapters rely on
support from local businesses. “It is
very important. FFA chapters depend

Refined Fuels Driver for the Hartley Area, Doug Dekkenga, gives the students from
H-M-S schools the donations at our Hartley Junction C-store. The H-M-S officers
and their advisor were unable to attend the open house event in Sibley because of
prior commitments.

on local contributions to be able
to participate in State and National
conventions, as well as contests and
other activities throughout the year.”
The students from Harris-Lake Park
took advantage of the opportunity
to visit CEC’s headquarters and
took a small tour and learned about

possible future careers within the
company. “To be honest, we didn’t
know much about the co-op and the
various careers available. We enjoyed
coming to the facility and getting a
quick tour to see what is available,”
Randy Nicks adds.
Cooperative Energy will continue
to strive to stay connected to
programs that benefit our local
youth. It’s important to us that
students understand we’re behind
them, and at the same time, we
also want them to be aware of the
great opportunities they could have
within our company someday, as we
continue to grow.

“

It’s important to
us that students
understand we’re
behind them.
Jason Nissen, Lakes Area Refined Fuels Driver, meets up with several officers
from Okoboji High School at the Spencer Ag Outlook.
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THE BOARD’S MESSAGE

Farming Through Challenges
By Nate Schulte, Board President

Schulte Farms
Located in Edna, IA

Beans = 400 acres
Corn = 500 acres
Cattle = 70 head
Hogs = 1,200 head
finisher
Bottle calves = 100 head

If you farm like I do, you’ll agree the odds have been against us
from the very beginning of the year. For Schulte Farms, the bad luck
started in mid-April when the snowstorms came. On one occasion,
my wife and two of our boys stayed up late through several hours of
the storm at one acreage, while our oldest son and I stayed at the
other. We were calving, and the way the wind was blowing, a power
outage was almost inevitable. My family stayed vigilant through the
night, hoping the blizzard would move on before any calves were
born in the snow and ice-cold mud.
We made it through the April blizzards with just two losses due to
the storm (including several lost hours of sleep). As quickly as the
snow moved out, the push to try to get the crops in began. My dad
and I managed to start planting on May 3rd, yet it seemed like we
were only allowed to farm in 3-day spurts, having to break for rain.
The little rains in May were tolerable, as the hot air that rolled in
around Memorial Day weekend was just what we needed.

continued on next page

coopenergyco.com
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continued from previous page

And then along came June (I will just stop there).
Now as I write this on July 7th, our crops are looking
fair, considering how late we were able to finally finish
planting. In fact, we already have corn tasseling. I will
count my blessings.
In farming, there is uncertainty in every day. It’s part
of the gig. But not everything in farming has to be
unreliable. Working with an energy-only co-op is one way
you can reduce stress in your operation. Cooperative
Energy Company focuses on one thing—energy. When
you partner with CEC, not only are you getting true
energy expertise, but your energy needs have their full
attention year-round, regardless of the season.
If this isn’t enough to ease your mind, this is a company
that continues to see growth and success, and continues
to give back to its members in patronage.
In 2017:
1. In December, Cooperative Energy returned
$790,000 in cash patronage to its members.
2. Cooperative Energy expanded its auto/diesel/tire
and on-farm tire service to the Hartley area with the
acquisition of Kunkel Tire & Service. You can read
more about the Hartley Junction Service Center in
this newsletter.

“

In farming, there is uncertainty
in every day. It’s part of the
gig. But not everything in
farming has to be unreliable.

”

3. We added two new delivery drivers in the NW
corner of the region; one for propane and one for
refined fuels.
4. Our fork lift cylinder route has expanded in the
Spencer area with several new commercial accounts
coming on board.
As the board president, what I find most impressive
is how hard the staff is willing to work to meet your
needs and answer your questions. From experience, I
can tell you this team is willing to work tirelessly to find
out what will work best for you and your operation.
“Service, Value and Trust” continues to be the
mission of Cooperative Energy Company, and these
three, simple fundamentals allow us to exceed the
expectations of our members.

The Board of Directors (from left to right); Nate Schulte-President; Darin Henning; Kyle Thomsen-Secretary;
John Penning-Vice President; Randy Vaupel, Greg De Boer, Dave Schwaller, Brian Dreessen-General Manager; Doug Block.
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DEPARTMENT NEWS
continued from previous page

Accounting Department

Wade Netten, CFO
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e Energy continues to dil
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ers on a yearly basis. In Ma
rch
2018, Cooperative Energ
y retired all of 2007-mem
ber
equity. That equity amou
nted to approximately
$548,000. Today, Coopera
tive Energy is within ten
years
of returning member eq
uity and will continue to
rem
ain
steadfast in giving back
to its patrons.
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We’re known in the
Spencer area for LP
and
refined fuel service
s, but it is funny that
a
lot of people don’t
know we also keep
a full
selection of lubes an
d greases in stock,
in
sizes from quarts to
55-gallon drums. No
t
only that, but we ca
rry DEF in 2 1/2-ga
llon
containers and bulk.
And as most of you
already know, we ar
e happy to fill your
RV
or grill cylinder right
here at the office.
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Cenex Lubricant Terminal
Keith Maxwell, CLT Manager

There is a lot going on in the Lubricant
Industry. Quality control and integrity of
®
the product is a huge focus for Cenex
lubricants. They have put together a team
to ensure certain policies and procedures
are being taken to give end users the
confidence that they are receiving a
premium product. One process for
obtaining this is random audits. During
these audits, Cenex checks for how the
lubricants are received, repackaged and
delivered. Cooperative Energy was one
of the first to be audited and passed with
flying colors.
Lower oil viscosities will be the big push
for the future on both the gasoline and
diesel engine oils. Many new cars and light
pick-ups OEMs are now calling for a 0w20
engine oil and newer diesel engine OEM’s
are calling for a 10w30; fuel consumption
being the big driver behind the move.
Application-specific or specialty oils are also
being introduced into the lubricants market
place. Gone are the days of using any old
hydraulic or transmission fluid, or grease.
Along with the advancement of equipment
comes the advancement of the lubricants.

From non-zinc and multi-viscosity hydraulic
fluids to heavy duty, synthetic and multivehicle transmission fluids, consumers must
be confident they are using the right oil for
the right application. Cooperative Energy
and Cenex lubricants have the resources
to make those recommendations and the
products that will protect your equipment.
Extending drain intervals is also something
taking place for over-the-road and industrial
applications. Oil analysis is the key to
getting the most from the oil because
there are a lot of factors that determine
how long your oil will perform. It is now not
unheard of to push those changes out to
50,000 + miles when sending in oil samples
every 10,000 miles (Cummings, for their
X15 series engines, has now suggested
changing oil every 80,000 miles when taking
samples every 10,000).
With all these changes taking place, you
can rest assured you are getting only the
best products from Cooperative Energy and
Cenex Lubricants.

Cenex Lubricant

coopenergyco.com

Terminal located

in Sibley.
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Hartley junction corner.

Our Hartley Expansion
Since 1996, with our purchase of Thermogas west of Hartley,
Cooperative Energy has continued to look for ways to bring
more value to our members along the Highway 18 corridor and
surrounding areas.
Years later, the Hartley diesel and gasoline cardtrol
was purchased from Steinmetz Oil Company and
CEC started bringing better fuel options to the
community. More recently, in January 2017, the
former Shell Station/Country Store was purchased,
renovated, refurbished and renamed Hartley
Junction C-store.
The perfect completion to the corner of Highway
18 and Center Street, was the Kunkel Tire & Service
Center, which became Cooperative Energy’s Hartley
Junction Service Center in December 2017.
Tom Kunkel had already set the stage. Along with
mechanic Jim Van Iperen, the two spent decades
developing the kind of trust and relationships
businesses strive to have with their customers and
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community. This blended nicely with Cooperative
Energy’s mission of providing service, value and
trust. With service centers in Sibley and Rock
Rapids, the Hartley Junction Service Center is the
third of its kind in the CEC family, offering on-thefarm tire repair; tire sales and repair (auto, light
truck, semi-truck and ag); auto service, including
front end work and alignments; light truck service,
including lights, brakes, air lines, etc; hydraulic hose
repair; truck / trailer DOT inspections and more.
Doing the hard work is a new addition to our
family, Jacob Jessen, led by CEC’s service
manager, Mike Groote. “Jacob continues to amaze
me every day with what he is able to do. He is a
great diesel guy and really knows his way around

Cooperative Energy Company Staying Connected

“

Tom Kunkle had a history of going
above and beyond for customers.
We are trying to continue that
legacy and keep that loyalty.
- Mike Groote, CEC Service Manager

”

Our service center at Hartley.

the truck. He’s also done a great job on
the alignment rack and spends time in the
on-farm tire truck. He’s been exposed to
just about everything and is always ready to
tackle anything. Jacob was a great find and
we are fortunate to have him on board,”
Groote admits.
Even though the shop is operated by new
names and faces, the community of Hartley
has been very welcoming. “Tom Kunkel had
a history of going above and beyond for
customers. We are trying to continue that
legacy and keep that loyalty,” Mike Groote
makes very clear. “The community has been
good to us and has made the transition very
smooth for Cooperative Energy.”
Jacob Jessen,
Service Technician

coopenergyco.com
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Having Fun With Farm Safety
The first step in propane safety is recognizing the smell, and these
kids will tell you it’s a smell you won’t like, but won’t forget. It’s
nothing like the smell of the dill pickle, fruit punch or cinnamon roll
scratch-and-sniff stickers we passed around.
No, this odor is more like that of a skunk or rotten
eggs or a combination of the two. Earl Hokeness and
Levi Ringquist, two of Cooperative Energy’s Propane
Service Technicians, took part in the ISU Extension and
Outreach of Lyon County’s Youth Farm Safety event,
with a mission to make sure kids understood just what
steps to take when they smelled that awful smell.
And what do we do when we smell that smell?
“GET OUT OF THE HOUSE!”

The 50 Lyon County kids in attendance had that first
step down. Followed closely by “FIND A GROWN-UP!”
The age range of kids attending was anywhere from 8
to 13 years of age, so Earl and Levi kept the curriculum
simple—but propane safety IS simple!
The mission of the Progressive Agriculture Safety Days
is simple— to provide education and training to make
farm and ranch life safer and healthier for children and
their communities. “I am so proud of this program and
teaching the youth of Lyon County how to stay safe,
think before they act and hopefully prevent an accident

In the photo below, the students get their first whiff of that undeniable propane odor.
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or tragedy,” says Jill Postma of
the ISU Extension and Outreach of
Lyon County. Postma, and associate
Laura Beyenhof, partnered with the
Central Lyon Senior High School
FFA, led by Josh Rockhill-advisor,
to organize, plan and present the
program for children representing
all Lyon County communities. The
program also has many national
sponsors who provided free t-shirts,
take home bags and other supplies.
Postma’s hard work had paid off,
because clearly, the kids were
getting something out of it.
“Is it okay to climb on the tank?”
What a great question asked by
one of the students. And the
answer is NO! “If you climb on
your propane tank, you might grab
the gas line to pull yourself or
you could accidentally kick it. This
could kink the gas line or break off
the soldered end by the regulator,
which could cause a leak,” Earl
Hokeness explained. “You could
kick it 100 times and it won’t leak,
but then again, you could kick it
once and it might! You never know,
so it’s better to play it safe.” Earl
and Levi were equally impressed
with the attention and interest the
kids gave their presentation. “Also,
your tank might not be secure on
the tank blocks. Climbing or playing
on the tank could cause it to shift
or roll of the blocks, and that could
easily cause an injury.”
Among these tips, Earl and Levi
showed the students the different
parts of the tanks, including the
hoses underground that carry the
propane to their house or barn,
reminding them that it’s also not
safe to dig around the tank.
But perhaps even more important
was to not use any appliances or

coopenergyco.com

Earl shows the students the tank regulator and other tank parts they should be
very careful around.

smoking materials if they smelled
propane; anything that could
produce a spark. “If you need to
make a phone call to a grown-up,
make sure you go to a neighbor’s
house to use a phone—do not use
the telephone in your own house if
you smell a gas leak,” Levi stressed
to the kids. Grabbing the phone to
call for help is a natural response in
any emergency situation, especially
for a child this age. But in a propane

gas leak situation, it’s the last thing
you want to do.
Kids attending the safety day
listened to other presenters on
topics like animal safety, equipment
safety, chemical safety and even
ATV safety. With cookies and juice,
and help from the Central Lyon FFA
students, the kids were on-the-ball,
attentive and ready to learn.
continued on next page
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We talk about storm and tornado safety with our kids,
and what to do if there’s a fire. We make sure they wear
the seatbelts and wash their hands, but it’s also never
a bad idea to review propane safety with your children.
Talk to them about how your farm and/or home uses
propane. Show them which appliances use propane—
even if it’s just the gas grill. Then review the Propane
Education & Research Council’s six steps on what to do
if you smell gas:
1. NO FLAMES OR SPARKS. Immediately put out
all smoking materials and other open flames. Do
not operate lights, appliances, telephones or cell
phones. Flames or sparks from these sources can
trigger an explosion or a fire.
2. LEAVE THE AREA IMMEDIATELY. Get everyone
out of the building or area where you suspect gas
is leaking.
3. SHUT OFF THE GAS. Turn off the main gas supply
valve on your propane tank if it is safe to do so. To
close the valve, turn it to the right (clockwise).

4. REPORT THE LEAK. From a neighbor’s home or
other nearby building away from the gas leak, call
your Cooperative Energy propane technician right
away. If you can’t reach your propane retailer, call
911 or your local fire department.
5. DO NOT RETURN TO THE BUILDING OR AREA
until your Cooperative Energy propane technician,
emergency responder, or qualified service
technician determines it is safe to do so.
6. GET YOUR SYSTEM CHECKED. Before you
attempt to use any of your propane appliance,
a member of the Cooperative Energy Company
propane team (or a qualified service technician)
must check your entire system to ensure it is
leak free.
For more answers to your propane safety questions,
call and ask to talk to one of our 12 experienced
propane team members or find them by visiting
www.coopenergyco.com/propane. To learn more
about Progressive Ag Safety Day visit their website
at www.progressiveag.org.

Earl Hokeness (left) and Levi Ringquist (right) are always ready to talk about propane safety.
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TRACTORS &

TRADITION
For 19 years,
antique tractors
from all over
northwest Iowa
have lined up to
take part in the
two-day Antique
Tractor Ride
hosted by KICD.

Each year’s route starts somewhere different, offering riders different
amenities and scenery. Antique tractor enthusiasts mark off this sacred
June weekend to reunite with friends they’ve made on this one common
bond—friends they won’t likely see again until next June. Two of those
enthusiasts are two of Cooperative Energy’s own.
Ken Loerts (Ocheyedan Propane - 13 years) and Doug Dekkenga
(Ocheyedan Refined Fuels - 12 years) always make sure to have their
necessary deliveries done in advance so they can take part of the
Friday and Saturday cruise. It’s a “can’t-miss” event for both: Ken for
12 years, and Doug – 2 years. While the event is still new to Doug, he
admits he’s hooked. “When you slow down, it’s amazing how much you
enjoy the countryside—you realize you take it for granted on a dayto-day basis,” Doug tells us. And just how slow is slowing down? “Oh,
about 12 to 13 miles per hour,” the riders claim is their average speed.
And with an average of somewhere between 60 to 70 miles per day,
these guys see plenty of countryside.
This year’s two-day trek began in Emmetsburg, Iowa, at the Wild Rose
Casino and Resort. Tractors started trickling in Thursday evening and
participants enjoyed an evening of dining and gaming. Once Friday
morning arrived, the convoy took off in bunches of about 10 tractors at
a time and began their tour, landing first in Graettinger, for coffee and
pastries served by the Knights of Columbus and the Catholic Daughters.
continued on next page
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continued from previous page

After a breakfast there, they continued north to
Wallingford for lunch served by staff at the Ingham Lake
Bible Camp. From there, they headed to Estherville,
stopping for afternoon snacks in Ringsted at the Legion/
Community Building.
On Friday evening, the tractors returned to
Emmetsburg to fuel up and get ready for their next
day of travel, and to have a little fun. Riders showed
off their talent with a skills contest, where participants
had to do challenges like throwing a hula hoop over a
pylon and using their backing skills to pile a chain into
a specific area. Then they played a game called “Blind
Farmer” where the driver was blindfolded and assisted
by a second person on the tractor instructing the driver
where to turn on the course.
Then on Saturday morning, the group of about 120
tractors set out for Mallard first with breakfast served
by the city, and then on to West Bend for lunch at the
Grotto of Redemption. The city of West Bend featured a
great lunch with proceeds going toward their pool fund.
The hospitality was inviting—just like you might expect
on an antique tractor ride. But perhaps most enjoyable
is the tractor talk. “Everyone on the ride has a strong
shared interest in antique tractors and every one has a
story. It’s fun to meet someone new with a rare tractor
and to see all the different makes and models,” Ken
Loerts shares some of his highlights of the event. “When

“

Everyone on the ride has
a strong shared interest in
antique tractors and every one
has a story. It’s fun to meet
someone new with a rare
tractor and to see all the
different makes and models.
- Ken Loerts, Ocheyedan Propane
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you have the toys, it’s fun to play on them!” Ken’s
“toy” is a 1965 930 Case—just like what his dad used
to drive. Ken’s first KICD Tractor Ride was in 2006, but
his first ride on the 930 Case wasn’t until 3 years ago
when he found the tractor. “It’s much more fun to do
the ride up high on a Case—you get a much better
view,” Ken laughed.
Doug does the ride on a 1955 400 Case, and like Ken,
he couldn’t pass up on the tractor he grew up on.
And just like Doug’s first KICD Antique Tractor Ride,
Doug’s second ride was hot. “It’s a good thing it was
breezy, because it was HOT. KICD does a great job of
preaching hydration and handing out bottles of water
to the riders.”
Also taking part in the event was Tom Radcliffe from
the CEC Refined Fuels team. Being a farmer himself
and having spent 47 years in a fuel truck, Tom was a
perfect fit for the event. He was there to fill the tanks
after a long day of riding. To avoid any issues with
the hot tanks and the high pressure, the fuel guys
thought ahead and reduced the hose down just for
this occasion. This was Tom’s first time attending
the event. “I know this event usually draws a big
crowd—it was unfortunate we didn’t see quite as
many tractors as they typically have, but with the wet
conditions, a lot of riders were still out in the fields.”
Tom still managed to pump out about 204 gallons of
fuel; mostly gasoline. Helping Tom was CEC Energy
Specialist, Tony Van Lith. “I think it was great for us
to be there. The riders were appreciative that they
could fill up right there. And it was neat to see all the
different tractors,” Tony added. This is Cooperative
Energy’s second year as the event’s fuel sponsor. With
some additional help from Doug and Ken, Tom and
Tony were able to fill up tanks and get to meet fellow
enthusiasts at the same time.
Rhonda Wedeking, Brand Manager for Big Country
107.7, has played a huge role in this annual event and
loves to talk about it. “It is fun when fathers and sons,
brothers, etc., ride together. It’s also fun to hear where
tractors came from. One rider found his Dad’s old
tractor on a sale, bought it back and restored it.”
Cooperative Energy, especially Doug, Ken, Tom and
Tony, will be anxious to hear where the 20th ride will
take place. “The Wild Rose in Emmetsburg was a fun
spot to host,” adds Rhonda. “Often times we work
out of area county fairgrounds. It is funny when I talk
with these fairgrounds about renting and how much
room I need…they tell me they have plenty of room
for 200 tractors…I tell them it’s not the 200 tractors I
am worried about—it’s the 200 trucks and trailers that
go with them!”
Cooperative Energy Company Staying Connected

The view down the first stretch
between Emmetsburg and Graettinger.

Ken Loerts stands
proudly with his 930 Case.

Doug Dekkenga and Tom Radcliffe get to
know another rider as they fill his tank.
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COOPERATIVE ENERGY COMPANY
1708 Pierce Avenue - Sibley, IA 51249

Refined fuel
model trucks
available to
our members
for only $79
(original price
$110)
Call 712-7542586 and ask
to speak to
Beth

